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Abstract: Wireless sensor network (WSN) becomes a hot research area owing to
an extensive set of applications. In order to accomplish energy efficiency in WSN,
most of the earlier works have focused on the clustering process which enables to
elect CHs and organize unequal clusters. However, the clustering process results
in hot spot problem and can be addressed by the use of unequal clustering tech-
niques, which enables to construct of clusters of unequal sizes to equalize the
energy dissipation in the WSN. Unequal clustering can be formulated as an
NP-hard issue and can be solved by metaheuristic optimization algorithms. With
this motivation, this paper presents a novel seagull optimization (SGO) based
unequal clustering (SGOBUC) model to attain energy efficiency in WSN. The
SGO algorithm is mainly inspired by the migrating and attacking behaviour of
seagulls. They are formulated in a mathematical way and designed to highlight
exploration as well as exploitation in a provided searching area. The SGOBUC
technique derives a fitness involving different parameters in such a way that
energy efficiency can be accomplished. A comprehensive simulation analysis
takes place to showcase the enhanced outcomes of the SGOBUC technique.
The simulation outcomes highlighted the betterment of the SGOBUC technique
over the recent techniques interms of different dimensions.
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1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a type of self-configurable network which comprises of a massive
number of compact sensor nodes. The sensors out the data transmission amongst themselves in the
communication range and are deployed to recognize, sense, and observe the physical parameters exist in
the real-time platform [1]. WSN composed of a limitless amount of sensors which could observe the
region and interact with each other or to external BS transceiver. The optimal feature of this WSN
includes low cost, small size, multifunctional (could carry out routing, sensing, data processing, and so
on.), easy communication within short distances, and low computation power. In harsh environment, it is
hard to recharge the power source of the sensors [2,3]. But many techniques and research works are
conducted to preserve energy in sensor nodes for extending the lifespan of network [4]. Reliable data
transfer, extended network lifespan, scalability, and energy preservation in sensors are the essential needs
for WSN applications. Due to various limitations in the sensor nodes, WSN possessing many problems
like network lifetime, coverage area, data aggregation, and scheduling. WSN nodes utilize excessive
amount of energy for transmission and the needed energy based on battery power for transmitting the
packets would vary amongst the communications regarding the distance among the receiver and sender
nodes; hence the multihop transmission is suggested [5]. Data transmission through hierarchical routing
rises the WSN lifespan by grouping several nodes to the cluster. Later, a head node is chosen for all the
clusters are called as cluster head (CH) for collecting the data from its cluster member (CM) and transfer
to the BS with a minimal cost of multi-hop communication. Fig. 1 shows the outline of unequal
clustering in WSN.

Clustering and unequal clustering methods were utilized for the energy effective WSN. The clusters in
WSN are produced by organizing the sensors in distinct sets. Each node in the divided region is chosen as a
CH, which gathers data from the CMs [6,7]. The energy utilization of the CHs nearby the BS is exceeding the

Figure 1: Overview of unequal clustering in WSN
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CHs far from the BS. It implies CHs near to the BS are burdened with more traffic load owing to the
intracluster traffic from its data aggregation, CMs, and intercluster traffic from other CHs for transmitting
data to the BS [8]. It interrupts the network connection, and the clusters near the BS create connectivity
problems that are named hot spot problems [9]. The unequal clustering method is the effective method
for handling hot spot issues since it could be utilized for load balancing amongst the CHs [10].

Unequal clustering organizes the clusters based on the sizes where the sizes gets decreased nearer to the
BS. It implies that the cluster sizes are equivalent to the intercluster distance. A small cluster nearby the BS
represents a small amount of CMs and lesser intracluster traffic [11]. Thus, the small clusters could pay
considerable attention to intercluster traffic, and the CH doesn’t exhaust energy more rapidly. When the
DBS is high, then, the cluster size also gets increased. When the group holds an essential amount of
CMs, they would expend high energy on intracluster traffic. Since the cluster becomes far away from the
BS, they hold lesser intercluster traffic and don’t have to spend extra energy on intercluster routing [12].
Unequal clustering enforces each CH to expend similar quantity of energy utilization, and hence the CHs
nearby the BS and the CHs far away from the BS spend equivalent amounts of energy. Also, the cluster
construction procedure might create 2 level hierarchies with lower and higher levels [13,14]. The CHs
create the high-level cluster, and the CMs creates the low-level cluster. The sensors regularly transfer the
data to the respective CHs. The CH carries out data aggregation of each data attained from the CM and
forwards the aggregated data to the BS through single/multi-hops. The CH has the data of its CMs like
energy level, node id, and position. If a node moves/dies to other clusters, the modifications are instantly
recorded and the CH notifies the BS, and re-clustering takes place to preserve the network topology
efficiently. The amount of transmission and the overall network load gets decreased considerably.

To resolve the hot spot problem in WSN, this paper designs a new seagull optimization (SGO) based on
unequal clustering (SGOBUC) technique to accomplish energy efficiency and maximum lifetime. The
SGOBUC technique aims to construct clusters of unequal sizes and elect proper set of CHs. In addition,
the SGOBUC technique involves three phases namely initialization phase, neighboring data collection
phase, and finally, cluster construction phase. The SGOBUC technique constructs clusters based on a
fitness function involving different input parameters. The application of unequal clustering technique
assists to uniformly balance the energy dissipation throughout the network. An Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) that self-configures, making use of less infrastructure, and is deployed via wireless sensor
networks is referred to as a WSN. When you utilize a sink or base station, you are establishing an
interface with the network. Injecting queries and receiving results from the sink allow one to access
necessary information from the network. Sensor networks can range from hundreds of thousands of
sensor nodes to millions of sensor nodes. They can communicate via radio signals, which enables them to
monitor each other. An Internet of Things sensor node has a radio transceiver, a power supply, and
sensing and processing components.

2 Literature Survey

Guleria et al. [15] proposed a new unequal clustering technique using ant colony optimization algorithm.
The fusion of data from the CHs to the intermediary node is known as Rendezvous node which decreases the
packet broadcasts and therefore the energy spent by the nodes is minimal. The neighbour discovery stage and
the link maintenance via ACO method chooses optimum paths among the nodes rises the packet delivered to
the end. The estimation of the optimum paths and the CH election utilizing ACO algorithm and unequal
clustering decreased the energy utilization efficiency. Arikumar et al. [16] proposed an EELTM method
that utilizes smart approaches like PSO and FIS. Moreover, they proposed an optimum CH–CR selection
technique in this method utilizes the fitness values evaluated by the PSO method to define 2 optimum
nodes in all the clusters for performing CH and CR. The chosen CH completely collects the data from its
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CM, while the CR is responsible for getting the collected data from the CH and transmitting to the BS.
Moussa et al. [17] proposed an ECRP-UCA method, which splits the network into unequal clusters on
the basis of distance to BS, neighboring node count, RE, and a novel variable called amount of backward
relay nodes in an earlier rounds to appropriately manage the load between CHs. Also, they proposed a
batch-based clustering technique which permits the WSN to operate various iterations with no control
overhead to configure it. Rao et al. [18], proposed CSO based method, also known as CSO-UCRA.
Firstly, the CH selection method was introduced that depends on CSO based method, then allocates the
non-CH sensor nodes to CHs on the basis of elected CH proficiency function. Lastly, a CSO-based
routing method was introduced. Effective particle encoding systems and new FF were established for this
method.

Pan et al. [19] proposed a new optimization method such as cBA, for using the class of optimization
issues comprising devices that have constrained hardware resources. A real-valued prototype vector is
utilized in the probabilistic operation to generate candidate solutions of cBA optimization. Anand et al.
[20] proposed a method to improve lifespan of networks with the help of PSO based clustering and
Harmony Search (HS) based routing technique in WSN. Here, the global optimum CH are chosen and
gateway nodes are presented for reducing energy utilization of the CH when transmitting accumulated
data to the BS. Then, the HS based local searching approach detects an optimal routes for gateway node
to the BS. In Sefati et al. [21], the optimized black hole method is applied for selecting an optimum CH
from the sensors. The choice of CHs can be optimized using distance, free buffer of nodes, and
remaining energy level. The route from the CHs to BS are recognized with the help of ACO method.

Zhu et al. [22] proposed an energy effective routing protocol that adapts unequal clustering techniques
for solving the hot spot problems and proposed double CH approach for reducing the energy utilization of
CHs in the cluster. Additionally, to uniformly manage the energy utilization among CMs and CHs, a
hybridized CH rotation approach depends on energy driven and time driven is projected that could create
the timing of rotation highly moderate and the energy utilization highly effective. Arjunan et al. [23]
present an method called FL based unequal clustering, ACO based Routing, and Hybrid protocol for
WSN to remove hot spot problems and also enlarged the lifespan of network. This process includes
cluster maintenance, CH selection, and intercluster routing. The FL selects CH effectively and partitions
the network into unequal clusters on the basis of DBS, RE, node centrality, distance to its neighbours,
and node degree. It utilizes ACO based routing method for reliable and effective intercluster routing from
CH to BS.

3 System Model

Consider an unequal clustering in WSN with several nodes effectively to organize the sensors, balances
load distribution and avoids hot spot issue [24]. But, the equal clustering method frequently has cluster size
i.e., the similar over the network. Indeed, in unequal clustering, the size of the cluster is established on the
basis of DBS. The cluster size is shorter in case of smaller DBS and the size gets increased with a rise in DBS.
The wireless radio transceiver in the network is based on distinct variables, for example, distance and energy
utilization. The description is interrelated to the energy utilization and the communication range of the nodes.
The distance among the receiver and transmitter followed on the reduced trans-receiving power
exponentially reduces with increased distance. A threshold splits the multipath and free space models.
Fig. 2 illustrates the first order radio energy model.

d0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ððefsÞ=empÞ

q
(1)

Whereas ε_fs, ε_mp denotes power loss for free space and multipath modules, correspondingly, and
d_0 denotes a threshold of space module. The broadcasting l bits for energy spent on distance d is
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expressed by:

ETxðl;dÞ ¼ ETx�elecðlÞ þ ETx�ampðl; dÞ ¼ l � Eelec þ l � efs � d2; d. do
l � Eelec þ l � emp � d4; d � do

�
(2)

Whereas E denotes the power utilization of the node, Tx indicates broadcasting subscript elec, amp indicates
electronic, and amplify for modulating, digital coding, spreading signal, and filtering. The energy utilization
for getting the messages could be formulated by:

ERxðlÞ ¼ ERxelecðlÞ (3)

ERxðlÞ ¼ ERx elecðlÞ ¼ l � Eelec (4)

WSN considered a set of N nodes in the 2D region of M^2 using k clusters. Where d denotes the
intracluster distance and D indicates the intercluster distance. The expended energy of the cluster for a
data packet is modeled by:

Ecluster ¼ ECHþ
N

k
� 1

� �
� Emember (5)

Whereas N/k-1 denotes the average CMs in a cluster. E_CH and E_members indicates the dissipated spent
for CH and CMs. The estimated energy consumption for the CHs and CMs are given in Eqs. (6) and (7).

Emember ¼ l � Eelec þ l � efs � d2toCH (6)

ECH ¼ l � Eelec � N

k
� 1

� �
þ l � EDA � N

k
þ l � Eelec þ l � Emp � D2

j (7)

The overall expended energy for a WSN can be expressed from the power transceiver and energy
procedure as:

Etotal ¼ Ep þ Eframe (8)

Etotal ¼ Ep þ k � Ecluster (9)

Whereas E_p denotes the power utilization of the microcontroller. It doesn’t affect the optimizing
procedures. Therefore, the power utilization of E_frame optimized is depends only on distance for the
cluster optimization.

4 The Proposed SGOBUC Technique

The workflow involved in the SGOBUC technique is exhibited in Fig. 3. The SGOBUC technique
involves three phases namely initialization phase, neighboring data collection phase, and finally, cluster
construction phase. At first, the nodes are arbitrarily placed in the WSN and are initialized together. Then,
the information about the neighboring nodes is fathered in the network. Followed by, the SGOBUC

Figure 2: First order radio energy Model
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technique gets executed to optimally choose CHs and cluster sizes. Finally, data transmission process takes
place from CMs to BS via the chosen CHs.

4.1 Initialization Phase

The BS in the WSN starts the network setup message using the timing information, location details,
broadcasting signal strength, and power. The node existing in the network calculates its distance from the
BS according to the Haversine distance equation. The position of the nodes can be anticipated by the
analyses of signals received and transmitted. The Global Positioning System (GPS) discovers the node
position by gathering the longitude and latitude data. The latitude data from the GPS is presented in
seconds, degrees and minutes as given below:

Latitudeðindecimal degsÞ ¼ degreesþ minutes

60

� �
þ seconds

3600

� �
(10)

The main concept of the Haversine performance is that the earth is in sphere shape instead of ellipse. The
numerical formulation of Haversine distance calculation is given below,

Figure 3: Overall process of proposed model
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@ ¼ sin2
dlt
2
þ cosaui�cosareq�sin2dlg=2 (11)

Whereas ∂—distance, dlt, dlg—Deviation values of longitude and latitude, αn,—Nodes latitude data, and
αreq—requested latitude data. The distance calculation from the coordinates (11) is arithmetically given by,

Ndi ¼ 2 � R � atan2
ffiffiffi
@
p� �

(12)

Whereas R—Radius of the earth. The energy utilization of the hops near the BS rises to the maximal level.
Hence the amount of packet communication between the nodes rise and entire efficiency of the WSN
reduces.

4.2 Neighboring Data Collection Phase

The node exploits the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for finding the nearby nodes. Initially,
the node transmits its information to the network via the node details message which contains Node_ID,
layer_ID, distance to BS, and RSSI. Because of the non-functioning of nodes and link failures, the
neighbour node manually alters on the basis of network topology. In order to create the presented method
as dynamic to node failures, this stage is continued on the particular amount of simulations. The node
termination is because the energy consumption creates the neighbour finding stage to be repeated and
thus the packet transmission gets increased.

4.3 Unequal Cluster Construction Phase

Once the sensor nodes gathered the information, the SGOBUC technique gets executed to elect CHs and
cluster sizes. Seagull perform migration process, where they migrate from one position to other for finding
most abundant and richest food sources that would provide sufficient energy. Such behaviors are given in the
following section:

a) At the time of migration, they move within a group. The early position of seagulls is distinct to evade
the collisions among them.

b) With their groups, they move in the course of optimal survival fittest seagull, viz., when a fitness
value is lower than others.

c) According to the fittest seagull, another seagull could upgrade their early position.

They often attacks migrating birds on the ocean while migrating from one position to other. It could
create their spiral natural shape motion at the time of attacking. Such behaviours are related to the
objective function to be optimized. This can enable to development of a novel optimization method. This
study emphases on 2 natural behaviours of the seagull. The mathematical model of migrating and prey
attacking processes are mentioned below. At the time of migration, this method inspires the way that the
seagulls travel from one place to other. A seagull must fulfil 3 criteria as given below:

In order to evade the collision among neighboring ones (viz., another seagull), a further parameter A is
applied for calculating novel searching agent location.

~Cs ¼ A�~PsðxÞ (13)

Whereas ~Cs denotes the location of searching agent that doesn’t collide with another searching agent, ~Ps

indicates the present location of searching agent, x signifies the present round, and A indicates the
migration nature of searching agent in the provided searching region.
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A ¼ fc � ðx� ðfc=MaxiterationÞÞ (14)

where x ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; Maxiteration. Let fc is presented for controlling the frequency of employed
parameter A i.e., reduced linearly from fc to zero. In this study, the value of fc is fixed to two. The
thorough sensitivity analyses of fc has been deliberated.

Afterward evading the collision among neighboring ones, the searching agent is traveling in the
direction of optimal neighbor.

~Ms ¼ B� ð~PbsðxÞ �~PsðxÞÞ (15)

Whereas ~Ms denotes the place of searching agent ~Ps to the optimal fit searching agent ~Pbs (viz., fittest
seagull). The behaviour of B is randomized i.e., in charge for balancing properly between exploitation
and exploration. B is evaluated by:

B ¼ 2� A2 � rd (16)

Whereas rd denotes an arbitrary amount in the range of zero & one. Finally, the searching agent could
upgrade its location regarding optimal searching agent.

~Ds ¼ j~Cs þ ~Msj (17)

In which ~Ds indicates the distance among the searching agent and optimal fittest searching agent (viz.
optimal seagull fitness value is lesser). The exploitation aims to use the experience and history of the search
procedure. They are capable of changing the speed and angle of attack continually at the time of migration
[25]. They preserve their altitude with their weight and wings. During the attacking process, the spiral motion
happens in the air.

These behaviors in, y, and z plane is given below.

x0 ¼ r � cosðkÞ (18)

y0 ¼ r � sinðkÞ (19)

z0 ¼ r � k (20)

r ¼ u� ekv (21)

Whereas r denotes the radius of every turn of the spiral, k indicates an arbitrary amount in range [0 ≤ k ≤ 2π].
u and v represent constant to determine the spiral shape. The upgraded location of searching agent is
evaluated by Eqs. (17)–(21).

~PsðxÞ ¼ ð~Ds � x0 � y0 � z0Þ þ~PbsðxÞ (22)

where ~PsðxÞ stores the optimal solution and upgrades the location of other searching agents. The projected
SGO begins at an arbitrary created population. The searching agents could upgrade their locations regarding
their optimal searching agent at the time of iteration procedure. A is reduced linearly from fc to zero. For
smooth transition among exploitation and exploration, parameter B is liable. Thus, SGO is deliberated as
a global optimizer (Algorithm 1) due to its optimal exploitation and exploration ability. A fitness function
is derived using five parameters as defined in the following.
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(1) Link Quality (TFxÞ of nx
The initial level, all the nodes are allocated to LQ value of one. The LQ of nodes are demonstrated in

Eq. (23):

TFx ¼
Normal;
Moderate;

Low;

0:8 � Ti , 1
0:3 � Ti , 0:8
1 � Ti , 0:3

8<
: (23)

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of SGO algorithm

Input: Seagull population ~Ps

Output: Optimum searching agent ~Pbs

process SGO

Parameter Initialization A, B, and Maxiterotion

Assume fc← 2

Assume u← 1

Assume v← 1

while (x <Maxiteration) do
~Pbs ! Compute Fitncssð~PsÞ

/*Migration nature */

rd← Rand(O, 1) /* Arbitrary Number Generation*/

k← R(md(0, 2π) /* Arbitrary Number Generation*/

r← u × ekv /* Generate the spiral nature at the time of migration */

Determine the distance Ds

P← χ′ × y′→ ×z′
~PsðxÞ  ð~Ds � PÞ þ~Pbs

x← x + 1

end while

return ~Pbs

end process

process ComPuteFitness(P)

for i← 1 to n do

FITsi FifnessFuncfionðPsð~i; :Þ /* determine fitness value of all individuals*/

end for

FITsbesf  BESTðFITs Þ /* compute the optimal fitness value by BEST function */

return FITsbest
end process

procedure BEST(FITs[])

IASC, 2022, vol.32, no.3 1333



Best← FITs[0]

for i← 1 to n do

if(FITs[i] < Best) then

Best← FITs[i]

end if

end for

return Bes

end process

(2) Distance (Dx) of nx

The distance of sensors to their adjacent nodes are signified as

Dx

X
yeNðxÞ
fdistðx; yÞg (24)

(3) Degree (Degx) of nx

At time t, the amount of adjacent nodes, for instance, the node degree is signified as:

Degx ¼ jNðxÞj (25)

where N(x) = {ny/dist(x, y) < transrange} x ≠ y, and dist(x, y) signifies the distance amongst 2 nodes nx and ny,
transrange refers the coverage area.

(4) Residual energy (RE)

The RE of sensors on broadcast of k bit data to node ny in distance d is signified as:

RE ¼ E � ðETðk; dÞ þ ERðkÞÞ (26)

where E signifies the present energy level of nodes, ET implies the energy spent for transferring data.

ETðk; dÞ ¼ kEe þ KEad
2 (27)

where Ee refers the energy of electrons and Ea implies the required amplified energy, ERðkÞ signifies the
energy spent for reception and is referred to as:

ERðkÞ ¼ kEe (28)

(5) Node centrality Nc

The centrality of the node Nc is defined below:

Mx ¼ 1

T

XT
t¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðit � it�1Þ2 þ ðjt � jt�1Þ2

q
(29)

(it, jt) and (it, jt, jt−1) represents the coordinates at the time t and t − 1 correspondingly.
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5 Experimental Validations

The proposed model is simulated using MATLAB tool. The results are examined interms of different
measures namely average RE, average delay, packet delivery ratio (PDR), number of alive nodes, and
network lifetime. Tab. 1 and Fig. 4 exhibits the average RE analysis of the SGOBUC technique with
other existing techniques. From the obtained results, it is obvious that the SGOBUC technique has gained
maximum average RE over the other existing techniques. For instance, with round 5000, the SGOBUC
technique has offered a higher average RE of 0.990 J whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and
SUCID techniques have obtained a lower average RE of 0.975 J, 0.785 J, 0.685 J, 0.585 J, and 0.978 J
respectively. Likewise, with round 10000, the SGOBUC manner has offered a superior average RE of
0.826 J whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID methods have gained a lesser average
RE of 0.450 J, 0.200 J, 0.180 J, 0.100 J, and 0.700 J correspondingly. On continuing with, with round
15000, the SGOBUC algorithm has obtainable an improved average RE of 0.396 J whereas the IPSO,
KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID methodologies have achieved a minimum average RE of 0.165 J,
0.025 J, 0 J, 0 J, and 0.300 J correspondingly. Lastly, with round 19000, the SGOBUC technique has
offered a superior average RE of 0.060 J whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID
approaches have attained a lower average RE of 0 J correspondingly.

Table 1: Average RE analysis of the SGOBUC technique

Average RE (J)

No. of rounds IPSO KHA F5NUCP FUCHAR SUCID SGOBUC

0 1.000 0.995 0.990 0.985 1.000 1.000

1000 1.000 0.985 0.980 0.970 1.000 1.000

2000 0.990 0.980 0.970 0.950 1.000 1.000

3000 0.985 0.970 0.950 0.900 0.990 1.000

4000 0.980 0.900 0.920 0.800 0.980 0.992

5000 0.975 0.785 0.685 0.585 0.978 0.990

6000 0.970 0.650 0.520 0.425 0.973 0.982

7000 0.850 0.550 0.450 0.320 0.900 0.936

8000 0.700 0.420 0.310 0.230 0.850 0.891

9000 0.680 0.350 0.225 0.120 0.800 0.880

10000 0.450 0.200 0.180 0.100 0.700 0.826

11000 0.380 0.165 0.110 0.050 0.650 0.747

12000 0.320 0.130 0.050 0 0.600 0.695

13000 0.275 0.100 0.025 0 0.500 0.614

14000 0.220 0.070 0 0 0.400 0.504

15000 0.165 0.025 0 0 0.300 0.396

16000 0.110 0 0 0 0.200 0.288

17000 0 0 0 0 0.100 0.167

18000 0 0 0 0 0.050 0.110

19000 0 0 0 0 0 0.060

20000 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A brief average delay analysis of the SGOBUC technique with other existing techniques takes place in
Tab. 2 and Fig. 5. From the obtained results, it is reported that the SGOBUC technique has shown effectual
outcomes with the least average delay under distinct node count. For example, under 100 nodes, the
SGOBUC technique has offered a minimal average delay of 86 ms whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP,
FUCHAR, and SUCID techniques have attained a maximum average delay of 135 ms, 127 ms, 110 ms,
97 ms, and 90 ms respectively. Meanwhile, under 400 nodes, the SGOBUC approach has offered a
minimum average delay of 115 ms whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID methods
have gained an improved average delay of 160 ms, 155 ms, 147 ms, 130 ms, and 118 ms
correspondingly. Eventually, under 800 nodes, the SGOBUC approach has accessible a lesser average
delay of 149 ms whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID methodologies have obtained
an improved average delay of 225 ms, 205 ms, 194 ms, 160 ms, and 152 ms correspondingly. At last,
under 1000 nodes, the SGOBUC technique has offered a minimal average delay of 151 ms whereas the
IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID methods have obtained a maximal average delay of
243 ms, 215 ms, 199 ms, 165 ms, and 158 ms correspondingly.

Figure 4: Average RE analysis of SGOBUC model

Table 2: Result analysis of SGOBUC model interms of average delay

Average delay (ms)

No. of nodes IPSO KHA F5NUCP FUCHAR SUCID SGOBUC

100 135 127 110 97 90 86

200 142 137 125 110 100 98

300 154 145 140 125 110 102

400 160 155 147 130 118 115

500 175 160 155 140 132 128

600 185 175 163 145 137 132

700 190 180 175 150 139 132

800 205 197 185 155 145 139

900 225 205 194 160 152 149

1000 243 215 199 165 158 151
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Tab. 3 and Fig. 6 depict the PDR analysis of the SGOBUC approach with other existing methods. From
the attained outcomes, it can be clear that the SGOBUC method has attained maximal PDR over the other
existing methods. For instance, with round 100, the SGOBUC manner has offered a superior PDR of
0.9850% whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID manners have obtained a lower
PDR of 0.8000%, 0.8540%, 0.8700%, 0.9000%, and 0.9700%.

Also, with round 400, the SGOBUC algorithm has offered a higher PDR of 0.9540% whereas the IPSO,
KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID techniques have obtained a lower PDR of 0.7300%, 0.8000%,
0.8000%, 0.8500%, and 0.9435% correspondingly. Along with that, with round 700, the SGOBUC
method has existing an improved PDR of 0.9279% whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and
SUCID methods have reached a least PDR of 0.6600%, 0.7300%, 0.7500%, 0.8200%, and 0.9135%
correspondingly. Eventually, with round 1000, the SGOBUC technique has offered a higher PDR of

Figure 5: Average delay analysis of SGOBUC model under different nodes

Table 3: Result analysis of proposed SGOBUC model interms of PDR under number of nodes

PDR (%)

No. of nodes IPSO KHA F5NUCP FUCHAR SUCID SGOBUC

100 0.8000 0.8540 0.8700 0.9000 0.9700 0.9850

200 0.7800 0.8400 0.8600 0.8700 0.9645 0.9750

300 0.7500 0.8300 0.8500 0.8600 0.9561 0.9680

400 0.7300 0.8000 0.8000 0.8500 0.9435 0.9540

500 0.7100 0.7800 0.7900 0.8400 0.9345 0.9480

600 0.6800 0.7400 0.7700 0.8300 0.9245 0.9350

700 0.6600 0.7300 0.7500 0.8200 0.9135 0.9279

800 0.6500 0.7000 0.7300 0.8100 0.8945 0.9184

900 0.6400 0.6800 0.7100 0.8000 0.8754 0.9051

1000 0.6350 0.6500 0.6900 0.7800 0.8500 0.8810
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0.8810% whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID methodologies have reached a
minimum PDR of 0.6350%, 0.6500%, 0.6900%, 0.7800%, and 0.8500% correspondingly.

Fig. 7 exhibits the Number of alive nodes (NAN) analysis of the SGOBUC algorithm with other recent
manners. From the attained outcomes, it can be revealed that the SGOBUC technique has gained maximal
NAN over the other existing techniques. For sample, with round 1000, the SGOBUC method has offered an
improved superior NAN of 1000 whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID techniques have
reached a minimum NAN of 1000, 985, 980, 970, and 1000 correspondingly. Next, with round 10000, the
SGOBUC method has existed an increased NAN of 731 whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and
SUCID techniques have obtained a least NAN of 450, 200, 180, 100, and 700 respectively. At the same time,
with round 15000, the SGOBUC algorithm has offered an improved NAN of 392 whereas the IPSO, KHA,
F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID techniques have attained a minimal NAN of 165, 25, 0, 0, and
300 correspondingly. Finally, with round 19000, the SGOBUC methodology has obtainable a superior
NAN of 37 whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID techniques have gained a lesser
NAN of 0 correspondingly.

Figure 6: PDR analysis of SGOBUC model under number of nodes

Figure 7: NAN analysis of SGOBUC model under distinct nodes
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Finally, a brief network lifetime analysis of the SGOBUC technique is performed in Tab. 4 and Fig. 8.
The experimental outcomes pointed out that the SGOBUC technique has accomplished better network
lifetime over the other methods with the maximum FND, HND, and LND. For instance, the proposed
SGOBUC technique has obtained a higher FND of 3184 rounds whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP,
FUCHAR, and SUCID techniques have demonstrated a lower FND of 485, 685, 898, 1114, and
1985 rounds respectively. Next to that, the presented SGOBUC manner has gained a maximum HND of
13958 rounds whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP, FUCHAR, and SUCID algorithms have outperformed
a minimum HND of 9840, 6253, 7115, 5496, and 13049 rounds correspondingly. At last, the projected
SGOBUC method has achieved an improved LND of 19876 rounds whereas the IPSO, KHA, F5NUCP,
FUCHAR, and SUCID methodologies have showcases a lesser LND of 17021, 15049, 13296, 11192, and
18974 rounds correspondingly.

By looking into the above-mentioned results analysis, it is ensured that the SGOBUC technique has
accomplished improved outcome over the other existing techniques with the maximum energy-efficiency
and network lifetime.

6 Conclusion

This paper has devised an effective SGOBUC technique to eradicate the hot spot issue in WSN. The
SGOBUC technique involves three phases namely initialization phase, neighboring data collection phase,
and finally, cluster construction phase. The SGOBUC technique derives a fitness involving different

Table 4: Network lifetime analysis of SGOBUC technique

Lifetime (in rounds)

Methods IPSO KHA F5NUCP FUCHAR SUCID SGOBUC

FND 485 685 898 1114 1985 3184

HND 9840 6253 7115 5496 13049 13958

LND 17021 15049 13296 11192 18974 19876

Figure 8: Network lifetime analysis of SGOBUC model
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parameters in such a way that the energy efficiency can be accomplished The application of unequal
clustering technique assist to uniformly balance the energy dissipation throughout the network. An
extensive experimental validation process is performed to ensure the enhanced outcomes of the SGOBUC
model. The experimentation values highlighted the better performance of the SGOBUC technique over
the other techniques interms of different evaluation parameters. In future, novel routing discovery and
route planning strategies can be designed for WSN. Moreover, effective data aggregation and MAC
scheduling techniques can be designed to further optimize the resource utilization in the network.
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